
MarOpto |  Measuring Instruments for the Optical Industry

The role of metrology is changing to keep up with innovations in manufacturing 
processes. Given the ever more stringent accuracy requirements and falling cycle 
times, rapid measurement directly at the manufacturing machine is absolutely 
essential. With MarOpto you can measure lenses, aspheres and freeforms at the 
point of origin of the product – with rapid feedback to the manufacturing process 
to avoid waste.
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MarOpto FI 1040 Z 581
Fizeau Interferometer

MarOpto FI 1100 Z 582
Fizeau Interferometer

MarOpto FI 1150 Z 583
Fizeau Interferometer

MarSurf LD 130 / 260 Aspheric 2D and 3D 584
Asphere Measuring Station

MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D 585
Precision 3D Measuring Station

MarOpto MT 100 586
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MarOpto TWI 60 587
Tilted Wave Interferometer

The latest information about MarOpto products can be found on our website:

www.mahr.com, WebCode 21872
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Powerful MarOpto Fizeau interferometers can provide contactless measurements on flats and spherical surfaces and of 

transmitted wavefronts. MarOpto interferometers are ideal for measuring optical components such as flats, prisms and 

lenses or precision metal workpieces including bearings, sealing surfaces and polished ceramics. 

Measurements can be performed by means of simple interference ring detection, IntelliPhase static spatial carrier 

analysis, or phase-modulated interferogram analysis. MarOpto Fizeau interferometers offer the flexibility and excellent  

performance that today’s industrial applications demand.

MarOpto. Fizeau Interferometers
Versatile and Powerful in Measuring Rooms and Production
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Fizeau Interferometer

DESCRIPTION

40 mm Fizeau interferometer for flats and spherical surfaces

The MarOpto FI 1040 Z is a powerful interferometer that can provide 
contactless measurements on flats and spherical surfaces and of 
transmitted wavefronts. The MarOpto FI 1040 Z is ideal for measuring 
optical components such as flats, prisms and lenses or precision metal 
workpieces including bearings, sealing surfaces and polished ceramics. 
Measurements can be performed by means of simple interference fringe 
detection, IntelliPhase static spatial carrier analysis, or phase-modulated 
interferogram analysis. The MarOpto FI 1040 Z offers the flexibility and 
excellent performance that today’s industrial applications demand.

APPLICATIONS
• Transmission and surface testing of small optics
• Measurements on optics, machined parts, ceramics, semiconductors, 
and wafers

• Integrated radius of curvature measurements

MarOpto FI 1040 Z

FEATURES
• 6x / 3x zoom for workpieces with a diameter of up to 1.5 mm
• 3 modes of interferogram analysis: Phase shifting, IntelliPhase – static 
spatial carrier analysis, or fringe tracing (automated or manual)

• Small size allows easy integration into OEM systems
• Compact, rugged design
• Transmission spheres from F / 0.7 to F / 6.0
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Fizeau Interferometer

DESCRIPTION

High accuracy measurement capability with unsurpassed flexibility 
and versatility

The MarOpto FI 1100 Z offers contactless measurements on flats and 
spherical lenses. It can also be used for transmitted wavefront 
measurements of optical components and assemblies. Measurements 
may be made by means of simple interference fringe analysis or phase-
modulated interferogram analysis. The established IntelliWave Software 
offers superior measurement and analysis capability. The MarOpto FI 
1100 Z provides the versatility and reliability to handle today’s advanced 
applications at unrivaled value for money.

APPLICATIONS
• Measurement of flat, concave or convex surfaces
• Prism, corner cube, wedge angle and homogeneity measurements
• Measurement of machined, ceramic, and wafer surfaces
• Wavefront analysis of optical systems & components
• Integration into OEM systems

MarOpto FI 1100 Z

FEATURES
• Total USB connectivity option (laptop or desktop) with 1k x 1k true 
spatial resolution

• Excellent versatility, stability and repeatability
• 1x to 6x zoom, focus and attenuation controls
• Vibration-insensitivity can be accomplished via Mahr’s IntelliPhase™ 
Static Spatial Carrier Acquisition and Analysis Software

• Compact, lightweight and rugged design
• Compatible with all industry standard 4” (100 mm) reference optics and 
accessories

• High accuracy measurements at an affordable price
• Configurations include horizontal, vertical look up and vertical look 
down. Optional workstations for flats and for radius of curvature 
measurements
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Fizeau Interferometer

DESCRIPTION

Powerful 150 mm Fizeau interferometer for flats and spherical 
surfaces

The MarOpto FI 1150 Z offers contactless measurements on flats and 
spherical lenses. It can also be used for transmitted wavefront 
measurements of optical components and assemblies. Measurements 
may be made by means of simple interference fringe analysis or phase-
modulated interferogram analysis. The established IntelliWave Software 
offers superior measurement and analysis capability. The MarOpto FI 
1150 Z provides the versatility and reliability to handle today’s advanced 
applications.

APPLICATIONS
• Measurement of flat, concave or convex surfaces
• Prism, corner cube, wedge angle and homogeneity measurements
• Measurement of machined, ceramic, and wafer surfaces
• Wavefront analysis of optical systems components
• Integration into OEM systems

MarOpto FI 1150 Z

FEATURES
• Total USB connectivity option (laptop or desktop) with 1k x 1k true 
spatial resolution

• Excellent versatility, stability and repeatability
• 1x to 6x zoom, focus and attenuation controls
• Vibration-insensitivity can be accomplished via Mahr’s IntelliPhase Static 
Spatial Carrier Acquisition and Analysis Software

• Compact, lightweight and rugged design
• Compatible with all industry standard 6” (150 mm) reference optics and 
accessories

• Configurations include horizontal, vertical look up and vertical look 
down. Optional workstations for flats and for radius of curvature 
measurements
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Asphere Measuring Station

For more information, please visit our website: www.mahr.com  

DESCRIPTION

MarSurf LD 130 / LD 260. A step into a new dimension
• MarSurf LD 130 / 260 Aspheric is a high-precision 2D / 3D surface 
measuring station for characterizing contour and roughness on optical 
components. MarWin is the software used for operation and analysis.

Checks the topography in the first machining operations
• Early detection of deviations, thus avoiding costly reworking
• Differential profile output in machine-readable format for controlling 
the machine tool

Increased flexibility
• Different types of rotationally symmetrical aspheres can be measured 
with one measuring system, no additional investment required

• Large measuring range up to 260 mm (up to 400 mm with the stitching 
option)

• Maximum measuring speed and dynamics (up to 10 mm/s for large 
lenses / up to 0.02 mm/s for microlenses)

• Fully positionable stylus tip

Bionic-style LP D probe arm
• Improved probe system dynamics thanks to increased rigidity and 
attenuation as well as a lower moment of inertia:
- Optimized overall design of the probe system
- Innovative choice of materials

• Probe arm with integrated chip for:
- Detecting and identifying the probe arm
- Checking that the probe arm is inserted correctly
- Providing information from probe arm

Your results will be right
• The high-precision MarSurf LD 130 / 260 is the basis for the accurate 
measurement of your workpieces. The vertical resolution of 0.8 nm and 
form deviations of < 100 nm guarantee the exact reproduction of your 
asphere.

• Probe arm change with no need to recalibrate
• Lenses with steep sides can be measured

MarSurf LD 130 / 260 Aspheric 2D and 3D

Measurement of steep aspheres with stitching, step 1: 
measuring left flank of lens
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Precision 3D Measuring Station
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DESCRIPTION

Mahr developed the MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D to enable optical 
components to be tested in 2D / 3D quickly and close to the production 
area. MarForm measuring machines have been recognized for decades for 
their accuracy and stability.
With the MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D, this experience has now 
become available to the optical industry.

Accuracy
• The MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D is a precision measuring  
instrument. Its very low measurement uncertainty is ideally suited to 
your process optimization requirements.

Measuring principle
• The MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D measures the topography of 
optical components. Of course, a quick 2D measurement can also  
be recorded with a profile across the zenith of the lens. For 3D  
measurements, two linear profiles offset by 90° are first measured 
across the zenith of the lens in a single sequence. Then, multiple  
concentric polar profiles are recorded by rotating the C axis. These  
measuring points are used to generate a topography. Interrupted sur-
faces can be measured with the fully positionable probe arm.

• Using the measuring station in a vibration-cushioned cabinet keeps 
external interference, such as vibration and dirt, away from the  
measuring objects. MarWin is the software used for operation and 
analysis.

Measuring procedure
• Before starting the measurement, choose the nominal form type and set 
the parameters for the expected reference lens. In the next step, the 
measuring data is recorded and compared with the nominal data for 
the lens.

• The RMS value, PV value and slope error are shown as parameters.
• In the software, the individual parameters for the aspheres, such as the 
radius of curvature R0, conical constant k and the aspheric coefficients 
Ai, can be adjusted to the measuring results when adjusting the  
nominal asphere to the fit asphere.

• The differential topography between the measured values and the  
nominal lens is displayed as a color coded line chart. The 2D profiles and 
the differential topography can then be exported in known formats for 
correction for the machine tool.

• In addition to measuring spheres and aspheres as described above, 
other rotationally symmetrical objects can also be measured and  
evaluated using the nominal form as a conical profile or Sagitta  
description of a 3D scatter plot.

MarForm MFU 200 Aspheric 3D

3D visualization of target/actual comparison
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Measuring Towers
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DESCRIPTION

Mahr presents the Fizeau interferometer measuring towers of the MarO-
pto MT series. These are modern workshop interferometer towers for 
operation close to production. Vertical tower solutions offer easy handling 
of lenses, quick measurement, including vibration damping and requires 
little space. Besides testing form deviation, towers with scales can towers 
with scales can produce highly accurate radius measurements as well. 
Motorized axes allow easy and fast operation.

The MarOpto MT 100 is a high-precision Fizeau interferometer measuring 
tower for the testing of spherical and flat glass surfaces. The stable and 
vibration-isolated design makes this 4“ interferometer measuring tower an 
ideal tool for the production of high-performance optics. Also available as 
an inverse measuring tower MarOpto MT 100i.

Highest precision in the production environment:
• Rigid granite tower with passive vibration isolation by four shock ab-
sorbers

• Measuring table with clearance-free bearings on linear slides
• Measuring table positioner via a servo motor and ball screw
• Fine selection of speed using joystick
• Manual fine adjustment of the measuring table with fine thread screw 
via backlash-free preloaded precision cross-roller guides

• 3-axes table: Z-axis in the basic unit and cross table for lenses up to  
100 mm

• High-precision glass scale for the absolute measurement of radii, 
mounted close to the optical axis (Abbe comparator principle)

Options:
The interferometer measuring tower MarOpto MT 100 can optionally be 
expanded with a lens extension, lens protection and lens holder.
• Remote control for focus and zoom
• Tilting table 120 mm

MarOpto MT 100
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Tilted Wave Interferometer

For more information, please visit our website: www.mahr.com  

DESCRIPTION

Tilted Wave Interferometer for the quick and flexible measurement 
and analysis of aspherical lenses.

The Tilted Wave Interferometer (MarOpto TWI 60) is a new and highly 
flexible interferometer for the quick and high precision measurement of 
aspheres. 
The second picture shows the surface deviations measured in the A5 
demonstrator asphere (free aperture 50 mm, best fit radius 40.8 mm, devi-
ation from best-fit sphere 600 µm, gradient deviation 8°). 
The lateral resolution is approx. 30 µm. During the data acquisition time of 
approximately 30 seconds, the entire surface of the asphere is measured 
at a high lateral resolution and with low measurement uncertainty. Most 
importantly, neither a CGH (Computer Generated Hologram) nor stitching 
is required.

MarOpto TWI 60

FEATURES
• Flexible interferometric measurements of aspherical lenses without CGH
• Measurements without the need for stitching
• Short data acquisition time of approximately 30 s
• Beam diameter 100 mm
• Permitted aspherical deviation compared to a best-fit sphere  
approximately 1.5 mm

Measured surfaces defects as well as the form deviation of an asphere 
with MRF footprints
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MarVision | Optical Measuring Instruments

Quality control is in a state of transition throughout the manufacturing industry: 
The pressure is on to measure workpieces more quickly, more accurately and yet 
at the same time also less expensively. That is where measuring microscopes from 
Mahr come into their own. These instruments provide fast, contactless measure-
ment of contours, distances, angles, radii and also form and position features 
on your components, close to production. Even the smallest components can be 
measured very accurately by selecting appropriate zoom settings. 
Measuring microscopes from Mahr can be found in virtually every sector and 
deliver prease measuring results at an unbeatable price-performance ratio.
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MarVision SM 150 / SM 151 590
Stereo Zoom Microscope

MarVision SM 160 / SM 161 591
Stereo Zoom Microscope

MarVision MM 220 592
Workshop Measuring Microscope with M2 Software

MarVision MM 420 594
Workshop Measuring Microscope with M3 Software

MarVision MM 420 CNC 596
CNC Workshop Measuring Microscope

MarVision 300 fs 598
Cold Light Source

MarVision 109 PS 599
Set of miniature Precision Vises

MarVision 220 Set 2/1, 2/2, 2/3 600
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Stereo Zoom Microscope

150 lr 300 fs 200 fl 150 cam

150 lr

150 v0,5 150 v2,0

SM 160 / 

SM 161

150 e15 150 e20 150 e10s150 cam

+

150 e15

Order no. 4245001 4245002 4245061 4245062

Product type  SM 150 SM 151 SM 150 SM 151

Observation tube angle  45°

Camera connector  no yes no yes

Optical tube  Binocular Trinocular Binocular Trinocular

Field of vision - diameter mm 28 – 5

Magnification  variable 7x– 45x

Working distance mm 105

Max. object height mm 75

Illumination  12 V /15 W, Incident and transmitted light,variable

Energy supply  230 V / 50 Hz 110 V / 60 Hz

Order no. Contact surface 

  

4245001 260 x 200 mm

4245002 260 x 200 mm

4245061 260 x 200 mm

4245062 260 x 200 mm

Order no. Product name Product type

   

4245030 LED ring light 150 lr

4245067 Cold light source 300 fs

4245042 Fiber optic gooseneck, 2 arms, L = 500 mm, D = 40 mm 200 fl

4245010 Eyepiece lens 15x 150 e15

4245011 Eyepiece lens 20x 150 e20

4245012 Eyepiece lens 10x with glass reticle (1x) 150 e10s

4245021 Ancillary lens 2x 150 v2.0

4245020 Ancillary lens 0.5x 150 v0.5

4245026 Digital camera with adapter 150 cam

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• For the visual inspection of work-
pieces on the production line and in 
quality assurance

FEATURES

• High quality optics for light 
intensive and sharp 3D images

• Variable magnification due to 
adjustable zoom lens

• Focusing with an ergonomic 
handwheel, mounted either side, 
ideal for either a left or right 
handed operator

• Prism head tilted to 45° and 
rotatable through 360°; with 
dioptric adjustment

• Integrated incident and  
transmitted illumination,  
continuously variable

• Optional digital camera  
mounting is possible (SM 151)

• Package contains: Eyepiece 10x 
with eyecup, dust cover, glass 
and plastic plate black/white, 
instruction manual

MarVision SM 150 / SM 151

ACCESSORIES
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Stereo Zoom Microscope

150 lr 300 fs 200 fl 150 cam

150 lr

150 v0,5 150 v2,0

SM 160 / 

SM 161

150 e15 150 e20 150 e10s150 cam

+

150 e15

Order no. 4245003 4245004 4245063 4245064

Product type  SM 160 SM 161 SM 160 SM 161

Observation tube angle  45°   

Camera connector  No Yes No Yes

Optical tube  Binocular Trinocular Binocular Trinocular

Field of vision - diameter mm 28 – 5

Magnification  Variable 7x– 45x

Working distance mm 105

Energy supply  230 V / 50 Hz 110 V / 60 Hz

Order no. Contact surface 

  

4245003 230 x 230 mm

4245004 230 x 230 mm

4245063 230 x 230 mm

4245064 230 x 230 mm

Order no. Product name Product type

   

4245030 LED ring light 150 lr

4245067 Cold light source 300 fs

4245042 Fiber optic gooseneck, 2 arms, L = 500 mm, D = 40 mm 200 fl

4245010 Eyepiece lens 15x 150 e15

4245011 Eyepiece lens 20x 150 e20

4245012 Eyepiece lens 10x with glass reticle (1x) 150 e10s

4245021 Ancillary lens 2x 150 v2.0

4245020 Ancillary lens 0.5x 150 v0.5

4245026 Digital camera with adapter 150 cam

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• For the visual inspection of workpieces 
on the production line and in quality 
assurance

FEATURES

• High quality optics for light 
intensive and sharp 3D images

• Variable magnification due to 
adjustable zoom lens

• Focusing with an ergonomic 
handwheel, mounted either side, 
ideal for either a left or right 
handed operator

• Prism head tilted to 45° and 
rotatable through 360°; with the 
dioptric adjustment

• Optional digital camera  
mounting is possible (SM 161)

• Package contains: Eyepiece 10x 
with eyecup, dust cover,  
instruction manual

MarVision SM 160 / SM 161

ACCESSORIES
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Workshop Measuring Microscope with M2 Software

Order no. 4246230 4246235 4246231 4246236 4246232 4246237

Product type  MM 220

Operating and display unit  Tablet PC with M2 software

Measuring range X/Y mm 100 / 100 200 / 100 250 / 170

Z travel path mm 200

Maximum table load kg 20

Measuring system  Built-in incremental scale

Measuring system - resolution mm 0.001

Measuring system - E1 X/Y µm 1.9 + (L/100) L in mm

Measuring system - E2 XY µm 2.9 + (L/100) L in mm

Magnification  8– 40x variable zoom

Image field - diameter mm 23 – 4

Max. height of test piece mm 185

Max. height of test piece / 0.5-fold mm 110

200 extension in Z mm 385

200 extension in Z / 0.5-fold mm 310

Illumination  LED Incident and transmitted light, individually adjustable

Energy supply  230 V / 50 
Hz

110 V / 60 
Hz

230 V / 50 
Hz

110 V / 60 
Hz

230 V / 50 
Hz

110 V / 60 
Hz

H x W x D mm 550 x 480 x 
430

 550 x 650 x 
530

 550 x 700 x 
600

 

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• For measuring distances, bore holes and angles 
• Determination of geometric elements (points, lines, circles, distances, 
intersections, etc.) for example: punched and flexible parts, plastic  
components, as well as electronic circuit boards

FEATURES

Measuring Microscope

• High quality optics for light 
intensive and sharp images

• Zoom lens with continuous 
variable magnification

• Focusing with an ergonomic 
handwheel, mounted either 
side, ideal for either a left or 
right-handed operator

• Prism head tilted to 45° with 
dioptric adjustment

• LED ring light, dimmable
• LED transmitted light, dimmable
• Solid granit stand
• Sturdy XY table,  
precision-mounted

• Quick and fine adjustment of 
axes

• Optical incremental measuring 
system for outstanding accuracy 
and reliability

M2 Geometry Measuring  
Software

• 2 axes (X, Y)
• Measuring point recorded using 
crosshair

• Creation of other magnifications 
using front-lens

• Measure, define and construct 
2D elements

• Different calculation methods 
(best fit, best form, minimum 
circumscribing circle, maximum 
inscribed circle, etc.)

• Partial programming using 
Teach-In

• Comprehensive measuring 
records

• Multilingual user guidance
• Tolerances test as per DIN / ISO
• Data transmission

Evaluation Unit

• All-in-one PC 15.6’’
• Interfaces*: 2x RS232,  
4x USB 3.1

• Hard disk*: SSD 120 GB
• User memory*: 4 GB
* Subject to deviations!

• Data interface: RS232C, USB
• Package contains: M2 software 
with tablet PC, standard stop bar 
220 as, instruction manual

MarVision MM 220
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Workshop Measuring Microscope with M2 Software

200 v0,5 200 v2,0

MM 200

200 v2.0

220 p 220 sp 220 sps 220 as90 300 fs

200 fl 220 Set 1 220 Set 2/3220 ds 200 dg

220 Set 3

Order no. Product name Product type

4246010 Optional eyepiece head with angle measuring device 200 w

4247050 Optional telecentric transmitted light for measuring rotationally symmetrical parts 200 ld

4246051 Optional Z axis, extended by 200 mm 320 Zv

4246020 Ancillary lens 0.5x 200 v0.5

4246021 Ancillary lens 2.0x 200 v2.0

4246801 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 p

4246802 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 sp

4246806 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 200 x 100 mm)

220 sps

4246920 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 200 x 100 mm) 200 dk

4246821 90° stop for MM 220 / MM 320 220 as90

4245067 Cold light source 300 fs

4245042 Fiber optic gooseneck, 2 arm, L = 500 mm, D = 40 mm 200 fl

4246901 Calibration standard for circles, with calibration certificate 320 nkz

4246071 Protective cover for measuring tables 100x100 and 200x100 mm

4246850 Set of clamping elements in wooden case 220 Set 1

4246851 Rack rails for measuring range 200 x 100 mm 220 Set 2/1

4246854 V-supports, jaw chuck and tailstock 220 Set 3

4246855 Rotating swivel holder without jaw chuck or rack rails 220 ds

4246856 Precision jaw chuck for 0– 3 mm for rotating swivel holder 220 ds 220 pb03

4246857 Precision jaw chuck for Ø 0– 6.5 mm for rotating swivel holder 220 ds 220 pb065

4246831 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 p

4246833 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 sp

4246807 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 250 x 170 mm)

220 sps

4246921 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 200 dg

4246852 Rack rails for measuring range 250 x 170 mm 220 Set 2/2

MarVision MM 220

ACCESSORIES
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Workshop Measuring Microscope with M3 Software

Order no. 4247600 4247605 4247601 4247606 4247602 4247607 4247603 4247608

Product type  MM 420

Measuring range X/Y mm 100 / 100 200 / 100 250 / 170 400 / 250

Size of table mm 270 x 210 370 x 210 420 x 280 600 x 480

Maximum table load kg 20

Measuring system  Built-in incremental scale

Measuring system -  
resolution

mm 0.001

Measuring system - E1 X/Y µm 1.9 + 
(L/100)

1.9 + 
(L/100)

1.9 + 
(L/100)

1.9 + (L/100) 3.9 + 
(L/100)

3.9 + 
(L/100)

Measuring system - E2 XY µm 2.9 + 
(L/100)

2.9 + 
(L/100)

2.9 + 
(L/100)

2.9 + 
(L/100)

2.9 + 
(L/100)

2.9 + 
(L/100)

4.9 + 
(L/100)

4.9 + 
(L/100)

Magnification  35 – 225x

Max. height of test piece mm 115 290

Max. height of test piece / 
0.5-fold

mm 20 200

Max. height of test piece 
with coax.

mm 115 260

200 extension in Z mm 315   

200 extension in Z / 0.5-
fold

mm 220   

Illumination  LED back and front illumination, adjustable

Energy supply  230 V / 
50 Hz

110 V / 
60 Hz

230 V / 
50 Hz

110 V / 
60 Hz

230 V / 
50 Hz

110 V / 
60 Hz

230 V / 
50 Hz

110 V / 
60 Hz

H x W x D mm 700 x 480 x 430 700 x 650 x 550 700 x 700 x 600 800 x 1000 x 900

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• Measurement or determination of geometric elements (point, straight 
line, circle, distance, intersection point, etc.) by automatic edge detec-
tion, e.g. on punched and bent components, plastic components, and 
circuit boards

FEATURES

Measuring Microscope

• Integrated color camera
• Zoom lens (0.7x – 4.5x),  
optionally motorized

• LED ring light: 1 ring and 4 
segments, individually switchable 
and dimmable

• Dimmable LED transmitted light
• Laser pointer for position finding
• Solid granite base
• Sturdy steel XY table,  
precision-mounted

• Quick and fine adjustment of 
axes

• Optical incremental measuring 
system for outstanding accuracy 
and reliability

Control and Display Unit with 
M3 Software and Touchscreen PC

• 23” touchscreen with keyboard 
and mouse

• Windows 10 Pro operating 
system, additional software  
can be installed

• Operation via the multi-touch 
screen or with a mouse/keyboard

• Large video screen
• Reference/actual evaluation 
with tolerances

• Record output with company 
logo

• Graphical display with  
dimensioning

• Automatic edge detection,  
even on low contrast parts

• Stitching
• Statistics
• Package contains: M3 software 
with touchscreen PC, standard 
stop bar 220 as, instruction man-
ual, Mahr calibration certificate

Optional

• Navitar motorized zoom  
35x - 225x

• Navitar 4K motorized zoom  
8x - 116x 

• Telecentric light for 4K  
motorized zoom

MarVision MM 420
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Workshop Measuring Microscope with M3 Software

220 dk

220 sp

220 p

MM 420 CNC

320 v0,5 320 v7,5 320 v1,5 320 v2,0

320 v0.5

220 p 220 sp

220 sps 220 as90

200 dg

Order no. Product name Product type

4246114 Optional DXF file integration for M3 software

4247027 Optional TV adapter, 0.67x (instead of 1.0x) 320 tv0.67

4247028 Optional Navitar zoom 6.5:1, motorized 320 zmo

4247029 Optional Navitar zoom 6.5:1, motorized with coaxial light 320 zmk

4247035 Optional Navitar 4 K Motor-Zoom 8x – 116x

4247050 Optional telecentric transmitted light for measuring rotationally symmetrical parts 200 ld

4247039 Optional telecentric transmitted light for Navitar 4 K motor-zoom 200 ldm

4245300 Optional coaxial LED incident light for zoom lens 320 kaz

4246050 Optional Z axis with measuring system 320 zm

4246051 Optional Z axis, extended by 200 mm 320 Zv

4246052 Optional Z axis, extended by 200 mm, including measuring system 320 zvm

4247020 Ancillary lens 0.5x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v0.5

4247021 Ancillary lens 0.75x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v0.75

4247022 Ancillary lens 1.5x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v1.5

4247023 Ancillary lens 2.0x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v2

4246801 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 p

4246802 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 sp

4246806 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 200 x 100 mm)

220 sps

4246920 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 200 x 100 mm) 200 dk

4246821 90° stop for MM 220 / MM 320 220 as90

4246901 Calibration standard for circles, with calibration certificate 320 nkz

4246071 Protective cover for measuring tables 100x100 and 200x100 mm

4246115 Upgrade M3-Software Version V1 to V2

4246121 Upgrade M3 software from version V2 to V3

4246116 DXF option and profiling package for MM420

4246117 Upgrade from DXF to profiling for MM420 / MM420-CNC

4246118 Thread measuring option for MM420

4246119 Optional cable insulation measurement for MM420

4246831 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 p

4246833 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 sp

4246807 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 250 x 170 mm)

220 sps

4246921 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 200 dg

4246072 Protective cover for measuring table 250x170 mm

4246054 Option measuring system for extended Z-axis (350 mm) 320 zvl

4246832 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 220 p

4246834 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 220 sp

4246808 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 400 x 250 mm)

220 sps

4246922 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 200 db

4246825 90° stop for table 400x250 mm 220 as90– 1

4246073 Protective cover for measuring table 400x250 mm

MarVision MM 420

ACCESSORIES
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CNC Workshop Measuring Microscope

Order no. 4247701 4247702 4247703 4247706 4247707 4247708

Product type MM 420 CNC

Measuring range X/Y mm 200 / 100 250 / 170 400 / 250 200 / 100 250 / 170 400 / 250

Z travel path mm 200 200

Size of table mm 370 x 210 420 x 280 600 x 480 x 
200

370 x 210 420 x 280 600 x 480 x 
200

Maximum table load kg 20

Measuring system built-in incremental scale

Measuring system - 
resolution

mm 0.001

Measuring system - E1 X/Y µm 1.9 + (L/100) 1.9 + (L/100) 3.9 + (L100) 1.9 + (L/100) 1.9 + (L/100) 3.9 + (L100)

Measuring system - E2 XY µm 2.9 + (L/100) 4.9 + (L/100) 2.9 + (L/100) 4.9 + (L/100)

Magnification 35 – 225x

Max. height of test piece mm 200

Max. height of test piece / 
0.5-fold

mm 110

Max. height of test piece 
with coax.

mm 200

Max. height of test piece 
with coax. / 0.5-fold

mm 110

Illumination LED back and front illumination, adjustable

Energy supply 230 V / 50 Hz 110 V / 60 Hz

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• Measurement or determination of geometric elements (point, straight 
line, circle, distance, intersection point, etc.) by automatic edge detec-
tion, e.g. on punched and bent components, plastic components, and 
circuit boards

FEATURES

Measuring microscope

• 3 axis CNC control with servo 
motor and joystick

• Axis movement and speed regu-
lation controlled via the joystick

• Integrated color camera
• Motorized zoom lens (0.7x 
– 4.5x) with automatic focus

• LED ring light: 1 ring and 4 
segments, individually switchable 
and dimmable

• Dimmable LED transmitted light
• Laser pointer for position finding
• Solid granite base
• Sturdy steel XY table, 
precision mounted

• Optical incremental measuring 
system for outstanding accuracy 
and reliability

Control and Display Unit with 
M3 Software and Touchscreen PC

• 23” touchscreen with 
keyboard and mouse

• Windows 10 Pro operating 
system, additional software 
can be installed

• Operation via the Multi-touch 
screen or with a mouse/keyboard

• Large video screen
• Reference/actual evaluation 
with tolerances

• Record output with company 
logo

• Graphic display with 
dimensioning

• Automatic edge detection, even 
on low contrast parts

• Stitching
• Statistics
• Palletizing of serial parts
• Package contains: M3 software 
with touchscreen PC, standard 
stop bar 220 as, instruction man-
ual, Mahr calibration certificate

Optional

• 3D tactile measuring system 
TP20

• Conversion motor zoom to 
Navitar 4K motor zoom 
8x - 116x

• Telecentric light for 4K 
motorized zoom

MarVision MM 420 CNC
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CNC Workshop Measuring Microscope

Order no. Product name Product type

4247036 Optional Navitar 4 K motor-zoom 8x – 116x for CNC versions

4246114 Optional DXF file integration for M3 software

4247027 Optional TV adapter, 0.67x (instead of 1.0x) 320 tv0.67

4247050 Optional telecentric transmitted light for measuring rotationally symmetrical parts 200 ld

4247039 Optional telecentric transmitted light for Navitar 4 K motor-zoom 200 ldm

4245302 Optional coaxial LED incident light for zoom lens 320 kac

4247020 Ancillary lens 0.5x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v0.5

4247021 Ancillary lens 0.75x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v0.75

4247022 Ancillary lens 1.5x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v1.5

4247023 Ancillary lens 2.0x (for Navitar objective lens only) 320 v2

4246801 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 p

4246802 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring tables 100x100 mm, 200x100 mm) 220 sp

4246806 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 200 x 100 mm)

220 sps

4246920 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 200 x 100 mm) 200 dk

4246821 90° stop for MM 220 / MM 320 220 as90

4246901 Calibration standard for circles, with calibration certificate 320 nkz

4246071 Protective cover for measuring tables 100x100 and 200x100 mm

4246834 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 220 sp

4246115 Upgrade M3 Software version V1 to V2

4246121 Upgrade M3 Software version V2 to V3

4246116 DXF option and profiling package for MM420

4246117 Upgrade from DXF to profiling for MM420 / MM420-CNC

4246118 Thread measuring option for MM420

4246119 Optional cable insulation measurement for MM420

4247040 Optional 3D tactile measuring system TP20, probe L=20 mm with ball diameter 2 mm

4247041 Calibration standard ball Ø 20 mm and setting ring Ø 10 mm

4246831 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 p

4246833 Center support, pair, center height 40 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 220 sp

4246807 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 250 x 170 mm)

220 sps

4246921 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 250 x 170 mm) 200 dg

4246072 Protective cover for measuring table 250x170 mm

4246825 90° stop for table 400x250 mm 220 as90– 1

4246922 Pivoting glass plate, Ø 100 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 200 db

4246832 Prisms, pair, for diameter 5– 55 mm (measuring table 400 x 250 mm) 220 p

4246808 Center support, pivoting, pair, center height 50 mm, distance between centers 130 mm 
(measuring table 400 x 250 mm)

220 sps

4246073 Protective cover for measuring table 400x250 mm

MarVision MM 420 CNC

ACCESSORIES

220 dk

220 sp

220 p

MM 420 CNC

320 v0,5 320 v7,5 320 v1,5 320 v2,0

320 v0.5

220 p 220 sp

220 sps 220 as90

200 dg
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MarVision 300 fs
Cold Light Source

ACCESSORIES

Order no. Product name Product type

   

4245042 Fiber optic gooseneck, 2 arm, L = 500 mm, D = 40 mm 200 fl

200 fl

TECHNICAL DATA

Order no. Product type Illumination Energy supply

    

4245067 300 fs Illuminance 26 mlx, 150 W 230 V / 50 Hz
110 V - 240 V

 

FEATURES

• High intensity
• Electronic controls
• Offers cooler color temperature 
for measuring colored surfaces

• Patented light guide for uniform 
illumination
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Set of Miniature Precision Vises

4246817 4246819

Order no. Product type Set contents

4246810 109 P Mini vise, jaw width 15 mm

4246811 109 P Mini vise, jaw width 25 mm

4246812 109 P Mini vise, jaw width 35 mm

4246813 109 Pst Tripod for vise, jaw width 15 mm

4246814 109 Pst Tripod for vise, jaw width 25 mm

4246815 109 Pst Tripod for vise, jaw width 35 mm

4246816 109 PS Mini vises, jaw width 15 and 25 mm

4246817 109 PS Mini vises, jaw width 25 and 35 mm

4246818 109 PS Mini vises, jaw widths 15 / 25 / 35 mm, with tripod and V-blocks

4246819 109 PS Mini vises, jaw widths 15 / 25 / 35 mm, with tripod,  V-blocks and miniature dividing 
attachments

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• For clamping small workpieces on measuring microscopes

FEATURES

• Hard chrome plated or anodized 
construction 
(jaw width 15-35 mm)

• Exchangeable clamping jaws in 
hardened stainless steel and 
plastic

MarVision 109 PS
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Set of Rack Rails for Measuring Range 200 x 100 mm

Order no. Product type Set contents

   

4246851 220 Set 2/1 Rack rails for measuring range 200 x 100 mm

4246852 220 Set 2/2 Rack rails for measuring range 250 x 170 mm

4246853 220 Set 2/3 Rack rails for measuring range 400 x 200 mm

TECHNICAL DATA

Application:

• For clamping workpieces on measuring microscopes

FEATURES

• Clamping elements for different 
table sizes

 

MarVision 220 Set 2/1 / 220 Set 2/2 / 220 Set 2/3
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Set of Rack Rails for Measuring Range 200 x 100 mm

220 Set 1

220 Set 3

220 ds

Order no. Product name Product type

   

4246850 Set of clamping elements in wooden case 220 Set 1

4246854 V-supports, jaw chuck and tailstock 220 Set 3

4246855 Rotating swivel holder without jaw chuck and without rack rails 220 ds

4246856 Precision jaw chuck for 0– 3 mm for rotating swivel holder 220 ds 220 pb03

4246857 Precision jaw chuck for Ø 0– 6.5 mm for rotating swivel holder 220 ds 220 pb065

MarVision 220 Set 2/1 / 220 Set 2/2 / 220 Set 2/3

ACCESSORIES
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